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Summary

This edition of Workforce has been prepared by BESA together with its partners in the Building Services
Engineering Employment Agency Alliance to assist BESA member companies adjust their temporary
manpower procurement practices in the light of – and to help member companies comply with – the
recently introduced ‘intermediaries legislation’, the broad principles of which were outlined in 
Workforce 39, published in July 2014.

Legal advice received by the Association and the Alliance is clear that: 

n Umbrella Company workers (properly employed by the umbrella on a PAYE basis and subject to
national Minimum Wage Regulations); and 

n PAYE workers (paid under ss44-47 of the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act (‘ITEPA’) 2003
after deduction of PAYE and national insurance contributions (nics)) 

are compatible with the type of temporary manpower supply Association members generally 
require, and, when a labour agency or other intermediary is supplying workers to them, it is 
recommended – from a compliance point of view – that these models of payment are used by the 
supplying labour agency or other intermediary.  

For a range of reasons which are set out in more detail below, the use of temporary workers who 
operate through their own Personal Services Company (PSC), a limited company, is likely to be risky,
other than in exceptional cases. This reflects the fact that the relevant workers will be 
working in a way which falls within IR35 and Association members will be unlikely to want to 
facilitate avoidance of iR35 and/or – given HMRc's stated focus on inappropriate growth in personal
service company contracting – attract the attention of HMRc to their business.

Following the introduction of the intermediaries' legislation, the use of sole trader contractors as
agency workers should be avoided. 

RISK: Use of Personal Service Company (PSC) Contractors

PSc contractors are individuals who operate through their own limited company (the PSc). Typically,
the PSc would hold the contract with the supplying labour agency on a business-to-business basis.
PSc contractors are independent contractors and should be treated as such.

There are many reasons why PSc contractors at first sight seem attractive:

n pSC contractors are often highly skilled individuals who are only prepared to work on a pSC basis (often
linked to limiting liability, i.e., not just for tax reasons);

n pSC contractors are generally entitled to no employment rights (other than discrimination rights). This
can help minimise holiday, sick and maternity pay obligations, as well as those arising under the Agency
Workers Regulations – provided they are genuinely business-to-business;

n pSC contractors arguably are outside the pensions Act auto-enrolment obligations (3% employer 
contribution) provided they are genuinely business-to-business;
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This guidance is concerned principally with compliance with HMRC requirements.

The reporting requirements of the intermediaries Legislation kick in for real from April 2015, which will help HMRc use the
data obtained through real time reporting to locate and find Personal Service contractors and self-employed contractors.

Further change in this area can be expected from April 2016, as the government considers further legislation concerning the
tax treatment of expenses payments by umbrella companies announced in the recent Budget.    

This guidance does not deal with the industrial relations aspects of using umbrella companies, to which the trade unions in
the industry are opposed.

indeed, the Welsh Assembly government has outlawed the use of umbrella companies on public sector contracts in Wales,
largely as a result of lobbying by the trade union movement. 



n There are substantial savings in employers’ NICs and income tax (dividends do not attract employers’
NICs and a greater range of business expenses can be paid tax free than for employees). pSC contractors
take the benefit of these tax/NICs savings and, as a result, many are available at lower gross pay rates
than would otherwise be the case; and

n As an independent contractor, the pSC contractor is expected to pay its own tax contributions to the tax
authorities.  Under what is known as ‘IR35’ (ss48-61 ITEpA), tax liability in the UK for falsely claiming 
self-employment via a pSC contracting model (i.e. claiming to be outside IR35) currently lies with the
pSC and not with the labour agency or the hirer. 

However, it is important to note that use of PScs is not without risk.

The key risk is that when agencies are supplying temporary workers to BESA members, these workers
are very likely to be under the direct supervision, direction and control of BESA members given the
nature of the work they will be engaged to do.  This means they would generally fail the iR35 tests. 

if there were widespread usage of PSc contractors, there is a concern that it might even be deemed by
HMRc to involve sham self-employment (in which case Association members might be liable for tax
and employment obligations relating to the workers concerned) and/or breaches of the Targeted 
Anti-Abuse Rule contained in the intermediaries legislation (leading to tax liabilities for all who benefit
from the relevant tax savings).

Except in perhaps some exceptional circumstances, all in all, PSc contracting is not a suitable contract-
ing model for supplies to Association members. 

RISK: Sole Traders

A sole trader runs his/her own business as an individual. The attractions in hiring sole traders are 
similar to the reasons listed above for PScs. 

However, labour agencies will not recommend the supply of sole trader sub-contract labour through
the labour agency route following the intermediaries legislation, as the agency will not be able to be
sure that tax and nics have been paid correctly in respect of a sole trader.  Liability for any tax and nics
not paid will lie with the agency. 

The Use of Umbrella Companies
An umbrella company employs the worker through an overarching contract of employment and pays
the worker (after deduction of PAYE and nics) as an employee.  it effectively leases the employee out
to the agency (who in turn supplies the worker to the client). The umbrella company accounts to
HMRc for all tax payments and national insurance returns on behalf of the worker.

As the employer of the workers, the umbrella company is able to operate an expenses scheme, where
expenses relating to temporary workplaces can be paid tax free.  However, it is crucial that there is a
mutuality of obligations between the umbrella and the employee in the period between assignments,
or the workplaces will be deemed permanent and the expenses will not be payable tax free. 

An umbrella company is not defined in law and there are many examples of providers who call 
themselves an umbrella company but fail to meet the HMRc recognised definition of an umbrella
company (as outlined above).  As a result, it is essential that checks are made to establish the true 
underlying relationship to ensure the umbrella is in line with HMRc guidelines.

Umbrella Company Preferred Suppliers List (PSL)
Many labour agencies operate PSLs of umbrella companies that they require individual workers to use.
There are obviously advantages and reasons for an agency to operate such a list, including:

n It offers the agency the opportunity to ensure it (and its workers) only work(s) with relatively reputable
Umbrella Companies that have had some sort of audit.  It is understood that HMRC have some 
sympathy with agencies which operate pSLs for this reason; or

n It may have referral arrangements with certain Umbrella Companies (with referral fees/discounts); or
n It is a helpful starting place for workers who might be uncertain about where to start.

However, a PSL may also cause various risks to the agency.  The main risks are set out in below in the
section headed ‘Beware: Points to note’.
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PAYE workers

PAYE workers are workers who are paid under s44-47 of iTEPA.  They are not employed by labour 
agencies, but are paid by an agency after the deduction of tax and nics.  They have a right to paid 
holiday and national Minimum Wage, and not to be discriminated against unlawfully; however, they do
not have the right to other employment rights, such as unfair dismissal. 

This is common outside the construction industry, and less prevalent within it – but it is obvious that –
from a compliance point of view – this approach has a number of obvious attractions in ensuring that
there is no transfer of tax liability to either the labour agencies or the businesses which use the services
of the workers supplied to them in this way.  

Intermediaries Legislation

This legislation was introduced last year to ensure that income tax and nic are accounted for in respect
of workers who previously had been treated as self-employed but did not in many ways have true 
features of self-employment and/or who were being paid offshore to avoid paying uK taxes and/or 
national insurance. 

it makes the highest intermediary in the chain (being whichever intermediary holds the contract with
the client, and this could be a labour agency) involved in the supply of a given worker(s) potentially 
liable for PAYE and nics in respect of that/those worker(s) supplied through it if (perhaps unbeknownst
to it) the workers are being paid by someone further down the line (i) as if they are self-employed
and/or (ii) offshore. 

The legislation is aimed at workers who are not really self-employed and who are supplied via an 
intermediary to an end user. 

An exception to this will be workers, who are:

n supplied via the intermediary, who are engaged via a pSC which pays salary under pAYE and NICs and/or
pays dividends which are not employment income; or 

n employed by an entity (e.g. an Umbrella Company which employs the workers on a genuine overarching
employment basis) which pays salary subject to pAYE and NICs.

However, blind reliance on PScs and umbrella companies will not prevent the intermediary (e.g., the
labour agency) suffering from significant risk of unexpected assessment:

(i) With PScs, intermediaries are only off the hook if the PSc actually exists – if it does not 
(e.g. if the company has been struck off) then intermediaries will be liable even if they 
did not know that the PSc was not genuine.

(ii) With umbrella companies, intermediaries are only off the hook if the umbrella actually 
applies PAYE and nics on all remuneration. if intermediaries assume they do, but in fact 
they do not, then intermediaries may be liable as intermediary.  

(iii) in either case intermediaries will need to add to the checks (and regular spot checks) 
they currently apply.  These checks will need to be carefully designed.  An annual audit is
unlikely to be enough, particularly given that quarterly returns will be required by HMRc
from April 2015.

Even if a labour agency applies all the checks in this regard, this will not be considered a defence, and
the agency could still be liable, if there is any unpaid tax in the chain. The only defence is if the agency
has been provided by the end-user client with fraudulent documents relating to the degree of control,
supervision and direction to which the worker is subject. This is a very narrow defence and it does not
seem that, for practical purposes, many will be able to rely on it.

it is understood that HMRc will be taking this issue very seriously and that they have been given 
approval to bring a number of claims against offenders of this legislation already (despite the fact the 
reporting obligations are not in force until April 2015). 
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There are many examples in the market of umbrella companies breaching the national Minimum
Wage or the PAYE regulations.  The risk for the client is that should examples such as these be 
highlighted in, say, the press, it is likely to be the end client that receives the headlines and media
attention. This happened following the introduction of the Agency Workers Regulations where end
clients were being named as manipulating the rules to avoid their obligations, often without their
knowledge.  Association members will undoubtedly wish to avoid any such reputational damage.

Managed Service Companies (MSC) 

Effectively, an MSc is a company which is set up or ‘run’ by a third party such that things like 
decisions about dividend policy are not made by the individual owner/director.

There are provisions under the Managed Services company tax regime which may have
implications for labour agencies and/or any other person who has encouraged or facilitated the use
of the MSc. 

The MSc tax regime is significant because it may make a supplying labour agency liable for tax
owed by the MSc (which will usually be a PSc but in some cases will be companies holding 
themselves out as umbrella companies). 

MSc risk can apply in respect of an umbrella company if:

n the umbrella has not accounted to HMRC for some or all of the pAYE and NICs (income tax) in respect
of any individual(s) supplied to the labour agency (the ‘tax debt’);

n the umbrella is unable to meet that ‘tax debt’;
n the pSC has not accounted to HMRC for some or all of the tax contribution it is required to make (e.g.

under IR35);
n the umbrella or pSC falls within the (broad) statutory definition of an MSC; and
n a supplying labour agency ‘encouraged’ or ‘facilitated’ a worker to operate through the umbrella in

question or has ‘encouraged or facilitated’ a contractor to work as a pSC Contractor.

if a labour agency accepts referral fees from an accounting service provider who helps individual
workers set up as PSc contractors or from an umbrella company which fits the description of an
MSc above, this increases the MSc risk for the supplying labour agency, because it is likely to be
seen that the agency had an interest in ‘encouraging’. 

This legislation is particularly draconian, because tax debt can transfer beyond the labour agency to
individuals who control (i.e., shareholders) or direct the company (i.e., board members), as well as to
those involved with making the decisions to refer the individual to the arrangements in question
(i.e., potentially, the recruitment consultants and/or compliance managers employed by the
agency). For this reason, it is particularly important that recruitment consultants are aware of MSc
risk and do not recommend or encourage individuals to work through a particular arrangement.

Encouraging Workers to use a Particular Umbrella Company

in addition to the MSc risk mentioned above, if an agency appears to be too close to an umbrella
company (for example, by recommending a certain umbrella to the temporary workers), there is a
risk that, if that umbrella company fails, the labour agency could be liable to the umbrella 
company workers under a duty of care.  This could make the agency liable to pay any unpaid wages
owed to the umbrella workers. 

To avoid this risk, it is important to ensure that, if a temporary worker wants to be an umbrella 
company worker, the umbrella they choose to work through is their decision.  Whilst, 
understandably, it is easier for administration purposes that the workers pick an umbrella company
that has already been checked over by the supplying agency, the agency must never make the 
decision for the umbrella worker as to exactly which umbrella company they should work through.
instead, the agency should ideally have a few umbrella companies that have already been checked,
which can be offered to umbrella workers as a choice.  

The agency should also make it clear to the umbrella worker that this is just a choice, and, if the 
umbrella worker would prefer to work through their own choice of umbrella company, subject to
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that umbrella company passing the agency’s checks, the agency would be happy to 
accommodate this. 

Agency Worker Regulations (AWRs)

The AWRs require that agency workers receive equal terms (including pay) for equal work or, 
alternatively, are engaged on a Pay Between Assignments model (PBA) that complies with 
Regulations 10 and 11 of the AWRs. 

once the agency worker has worked for 12 weeks they are entitled to parity of pay to a comparable
employee. However, they are not entitled to be paid when they are not on an assignment.  if the
umbrella worker is on a PBA model, the umbrella company has an obligation to pay the worker at
least national Minimum Wage while the worker is on assignment. in addition to this, while the
worker is between assignments, there is an obligation to pay the worker for at least four weeks of
their time between assignments.

Whilst the liability primarily would lie with the umbrella company employing the temporary
worker, the labour agency could potentially face AWR claims resulting from failure to equalise 
benefits for umbrella workers and/or ineffective or aggressive PBA.  A court might find the 
supplying labour agency, jointly with the umbrella, liable unless the agency is able to prove that:

n it was very careful not to steer individuals into that particular umbrella; or
n it had carried out both due diligence on the umbrella initially and on a spot-check basis.  A Tribunal

will in particular be likely to find an agency liable if the umbrella is insolvent and/or unable to pay
the AWR award such as in a class action.

A specific risk is that agency workers engaged under a PBA model do not have to receive equal pay
as they would ordinarily under Regulation 5 of the AWR. However, if the PBA model used does not
meet the requirements of Regulations 10 and 11, then they will be entitled to equal pay and, to the
extent that they have not received equal pay (e.g. because, the supplying agency and the hirer
have blindly relied on the PBA being compliant with Regulations 10 and 11), the agency workers
can bring a claim under the AWRs. 

if an agency worker challenges the legitimacy of the PBA model and then brings an equal pay
claim, the Employment Tribunal is at liberty to apportion liability between the umbrella company
and the supplying labour agency (or the hirer or any other temporary work agency in the chain of
supply) to the extent that the Employment Tribunal thinks each entity responsible. 

Again, if a supplying labour agency has insisted on the agency worker going through a particular
umbrella which it knew (or ought to have known) offered a PBA ‘solution’, there is the possibility
that this tacit endorsement of this PBA may be sufficient for the Employment Tribunal to hold the
supplying agency fully or partly responsible. 

Pensions Act

The Pensions Act imposes criminal sanctions and major fines on any entity which induces opt out
from the Pensions Act or engages in unlawful recruitment activity.

An umbrella company which is set up on the basis that workers are paid more if they opt out may
expose the umbrella and the supplying labour agency to Pensions Act liabilities and penalties.  

Any requirement that workers operate through a PSc in order to minimise Pensions Act liabilities
will potentially trigger penalties as well.  (See also comments under ‘use of Personal Service 
company (PSc) contractors’ above.) 

Conclusion

The effect of the intermediaries legislation is to:
n restrict the use of pSC contractors, other than in absolutely exceptional circumstances;
n effectively prevent labour agencies from supplying sole traders;
n limit the supply of temporary labour to Umbrella Company workers or pAYE workers; and
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n effectively prevent labour agencies from endorsing any particular Umbrella Companies and, if 
supplying labour agencies operate a pSL of umbrellas, they should make sure several are on the list
and that individual workers supplied are free to choose for themselves which umbrella they work
through.  

Practical Steps which Members of the Building Services 
Engineering Employment Agency Alliance are taking to 
Assist BESA Member Companies to Guard against these Risks

BESA MEMBERS are advised to use only labour agencies which are in membership of the
Building Services Engineering Employment Agency Alliance because they are able to offer 
Association members peace of mind with respect to the intermediaries legislation by:

n supplying only (a) Umbrella Company workers who are properly and genuinely employed by the
Umbrella on a pAYE basis and subject to National Minimum Wage Regulations or (b) pAYE workers
who are paid under ss44-47 of the Income Tax (Earnings and pensions) Act (‘ITEpA’) 2003 after 
deductions of pAYE and National Insurance Contributions (NICs).  (preferably, this can be achieved
by having in place a properly structured pSL.) 

n allowing their supply chain to be audited by BESA members, so that they may transparently 
ascertain the contractual arrangements in place between: (a) the labour agency supplying the
BESA member and the Umbrella Company supplying into the agency; and (b) the agency and the
pAYE workers it supplies.  The underlying purpose of this arrangement is to enable BESA members
to ensure that the contractual arrangements in place are consistent with the recommended BESA
precedent forms of contract.  For the purposes of carrying out such checks, BESA members can 
request a copy of the relevant recommended BESA precedent forms of contract by e-mailing 
employmentaffairs@thebesa.com

n ensuring that the individual recruitment consultants they employ carry out the checks that are 
recommended by BESA in order to ensure that the checks on the Umbrella Companies used by the
agencies and on the pAYE workers they supply are properly aimed at establishing the underlying
nature of the payment model being used in each case.  For the purposes of carrying out such
checks, BESA members can request copies of the checklists recommended by BESA for use by 
agencies in both sets of circumstances by e-mailing employmentaffairs@thebesa.com.

n requiring the Umbrella Companies which supply the workers to the agencies to be audited by an
organisation such as professional passport to ensure actual practice employed by the Umbrella
Companies used by the agency concerned complies with the legislation and regulations with 
regard to the Agency Worker Regulations, National Minimum Wage, NIC and tax, etc.

BESA MEMBERS can check that a given umbrella company has been audited by Professional
Passport by searching the name of the umbrella company on the Professional Passport website
at www.professionalpassport.com
(e-mail address: crawford.temple@professionalpassport.com).

in the light of the particular considerations which now apply to the use of agency workers as 
outlined in this edition of Workforce, BESA MEMBERS should refrain in the context of temporary
labour supply from using their usual standard form of sub-contract for the supply of works, in
favour of a bespoke contract for the supply of temporary personnel which reflects the particular 
requirements of manpower supply (as opposed to sub-contract works) and the requirements 
of the intermediaries legislation.  BESA MEMBERS can request a copy of the relevant 
recommended BESA precedent form of contract for this purpose by e-mailing 
employmentaffairs@thebesa.com
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Disclaimer
This Workforce article is intended as a general introduction to relevant risk issues for the benefit of BESA members and members of
the Building Services Engineering Employment Agency Alliance. The matters covered here are very complex and as such this edition
of Workforce in many cases only covers some of the key risks and those that are covered may not be fully covered. it is not, and is not
intended to be, a thorough or exhaustive summary of the risks associated with use of different types of contingent manpower/con-
tractor worker.

Association and Alliance members and others should not act or omit to act in reliance on this note and should take independent
legal advice as to the impact of the matters referred to in this note on them and the contents of the recommended contracts. 
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